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determine such matters. hdy mvn att~ntionhas been d f i m d y fome.4, on the mtrm
and quahy of legal thou&t bell, a
d of legal q&un.,It is to these mattes h t
the work 1do wi* the humanities ~tefahre,
classics, &mphy, and kvlflti~a
-- mainly spealq:
One way to pat this is to say.that1 am in the fmt instance interestbd in hw from'
the point of view of the person engaging in it, as practitio~er,judge, 6r teacher. And. whether we are aware of it or not, we a~ al! faced with the question: What does it
mean to use this language and !thisset of institutions to address a pmblem that has lls' '
arisen in the real world? What dbes it mean,that is, to think and speak as a lawyer?
How can this be done well, or badly, afd with what intellectual, ethical, and practical
consequences?
This set of questions, in one sense innocent enough, quickly leads to other's, of
deep difficulty. The lawyer uses legal language; this is'how she thinkq indeed, it helps
shape her mind and imagination; how then is she to make it the object of her own\
critical attention, how is she to judge it as a system of thought and expression?What
is she to do about the points at which she finds it wanting: HOW,and with what
confidence, & she become a maker, or remakq of her language! This line of
thought may involve her in thinking more generally about therelation between
language -any language -and the experience it purports to describe or regulate;
about the proper relations among languages, say those of law and soiiiii-other field of
expertise and learning, such as psychology or economies; and a b n t the ethical and
political signifcame of particular intellectual and rhetorical priictices (such as legal
argument iwlfl.
On such questions as these 1 believe it is useful to bring to bear the best work we
can find, in whatever field, both as a way of discovering instances by which we might
measure work in the law, our own and that of others, and as a way of providing a
place outside the law from which the language and practices of the law might be
examined. 1 annot in two paragraphs explain hinnr I do this, but I can at least say that
it is with hopes such as these that 1 turn, say tb Plato and Thucydides, Emily
DicMnson and Robert Frost, Edmund Burke and Jane Austen, aM of whom make their
language the object of critical and creative thought, all of whom concern themel~es
with tRe ethical or political meaning of particular acts of expressi~n.
fhe study of literam and the other humanities is helpful in large part because it
pains us to focw our attention in certain ways:
On the meaning of what is said by particular speakers in particular contexts;
On the way in which a language or set of generic conventions -Like those
governing the fm of the sonnet or the novel, the judicial opinion or legislation
-- commits us to one way of imagining the world' or another, making certain
cb- of sipacance possible, others impossible;
h d on the way in which the use of language is an inherentlykhical and political
~Mty
as we d e h e both ourselves and those we speak about in what we say.
To learn to think about these things well, if we could manage it, would not dictate
paxri~clllarlegal rules or result in particular cases,but it would greatly imprm the
quality witb which the law is made and practiced, and in this sense be of the largest
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